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Jackie Tapia is a renowned Lawyer turned Transformative Lifestyle Creator who has dedicated
her career to empowering Amigas across the globe with her podcast "Amiga, Handle Your
Sh!t", TEAM events, Coaching programs and other transformational products and services.

In her experience of over twenty years of practicing law and counseling her clients, Jackie
attributes her expertise in helping clients find their true passion and purpose by changing their
mindset!

She has transformed the lives of countless clients using her Proven 4+ Step AMIGA
Framework (Ask, Mindset, Investigation, Gratitude, Alignment), her simple formula for finding
fulfillment. Jackie teaches these formulas in her masterminds, retreats, workshops, and public
speaking engagements. She has spoken on stage as an Attorney and as a Transformational
Life Coach. Her peers and clients respect her because she is unapologetically real and honest
about the transformation process. 

Using her formula, Jackie created the amazing and popular podcast, "Amiga, Handle Your Sh!t"
– during a global pandemic!  
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Attorney, Author, Transformational Life Coach, 

Podcast Host, Public Speaker & Workshop Presenter



How to ask powerful questions that lead to epic solutions
How to take inspired action that ignites your authentic SELF
How to quickly change a lacking mindset to one of growth
How to live an empowered life so that you create the life of your
dreams
How to overcome procrastination
How to create a unified experience
How to create rituals and routines while practicing gratitude
How to compress your time when you ask the right questions
How to work in your profession with ease & grace and without the
forced energy of working hard or hustling 

Your audiences will learn her proven 4+ Step AMIGA Framework to
Handle Your Shit and Live a Better Life (Ask, Mindset, Investigation,
Gratitude, Alignment)
 
In her workshops, she shows audiences:
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Author of The AMIGA Way

Are you tired of feeling trapped by cultural beliefs that limit
your potential? Author Jackie Tapia was once in your shoes,
until she discovered the transformative power of breaking
free and embracing abundance in the areas that matter most.
In her highly acclaimed and Best-Selling book, "The AMIGA
Way," Jackie Tapia shares her personal journey of overcoming
cultural expectations and self-doubt through the
revolutionary AMIGA Way framework. 

In "Breaking Free," Jackie Tapia provides readers with practical
exercises and profound insights to help them create a life of
abundance and conquer the challenges that hold them back.
The AMIGA Way framework - consisting of Ask, Mindset,
Investigation, Gratitude, and Alignment - serves as a
transformative tool to empower individuals to reach their
fullest potential. 



Jackie Tapia is a highly regarded expert in empowerment, transformation,
and lifestyle coaching. She has dedicated her life to empowering individuals
to overcome obstacles and create meaningful change. Through her own
experiences and extensive research, she has crafted a compelling narrative
that resonates with readers on a profound level. 

This groundbreaking guide takes readers on a journey of self-discovery,
helping them recognize and challenge limiting cultural beliefs that hinder
personal growth. By adopting a growth mindset, aligning core values and
goals, and drawing inspiration from real-life examples of personal
transformation, audiences gain the tools they need to break free from
societal constraints and unlock the abundant life they deserve. 

"The Amiga Way" goes beyond theory by providing practical strategies that
readers can implement immediately. With a focus on fostering a supportive
community and providing valuable resources for continued growth, this
book serves as a roadmap to personal and professional success. 

 

 

 



If you and your audience are ready to break free, embrace change, and unlock
the abundant life you deserve, Jackie is the perfect speaker for your audience.
Jackie is available to be booked for:

Author reading from her The Amiga Way best-selling book
Workshop Presenter Overcoming Culture Expectations
Wealth Mindset Workshop
Motivational Public Speaking Engagements
Guest on Podcasts, Morning Shows, and media interview requests
Begin your audiences' transformative journey today and discover the
power of the AMIGA Way! 

"The AMIGA Way" is now available on Amazon. Purchase it here
Listen to Jackie's latest Amiga Handle your Sh!t Podcast here
For booking information and interview requests, please contact
bookxagency@xlevelinc.com



2 (1-hour sessions per month - customized to client's goals with homework
opportunities-via Zoom)

The client can receive additional support as needed via text during Business
hours.

One-on-One Lifestyle Coaching
Only very few coveted sessions are available a year.

$ 1700 per month 
*6-month minimum commitment

 
Testimonial 

"Life has recently thrown quite a bit of curve balls. From losing my father to losing someone
I thought was my soulmate. In the past three years, I’ve lost myself, and I’ve questioned God
for the adversities. I fell into despair and self-pity, only to be lucky enough to rekindle my
friendship with someone that has been my little Angel. With speculation, I joined The Amiga
Way Academy led by my good friend Jackie Tapia. Being part of this group has allowed me
to “level up” again, but most importantly, I’ve made friendships with strong ladies that
empower women! Jackie’s graceful and poised sessions have allowed me to find the
strength to confront those adversities. Resources and tools shared in our group have given
me the insight to align myself in a higher frequency and to find the true “Me.” I had the
pleasure of being part of Phase II. I’m grateful for Jackie’s leadership and resources. The
women in the group are not only friends, but I consider them my tribe! Thank you Jackie  "   
                                                                                                        ~ Caroline
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